
English 125--Monsters 
Fall 2013 

 
Professor Tina Hall 
Office: Root 307   x4462 
Office Hours: 10:00-12:00 Monday/Wednesday and by appointment 
Email: thall@hamilton.edu 

 
Oh brave monster! Lead the way.  –Shakespeare, The Tempest 

 
Monsters and the Monstrous: 
This course will focus on monsters and the monstrous in literature.  We will explore examples of 
monsters in poetry, short fiction, novels, and film. Throughout the semester we will question what 
makes something monstrous and what functions monsters serve in literature and culture.  We will 
examine how monsters intersect with the categories of gender, race, sexuality, and class.  To help us 
with this critical project, we will read works by Ambrose Paré, Mary Douglas, Sigmund Freud, and 
others.  Students will be responsible for four full-length essays as well as shorter writing assignments.  
 
Writing Intensive: This class is writing intensive. You will write four papers, all of which will involve 
revision activities and the opportunity for feedback from your peers and from me. You will have 
multiple opportunities to revise each paper before turning in the graded draft.  If you choose, you may 
also revise one of your first three essays within two weeks of it being handed back.  The revised grade 
will be averaged with the initial grade for a final score. We will discuss writing about literature and the 
structure of arguments in class, and you should always feel free to come talk with me individually about 
your essays and the readings for class. 
 
Required Texts: 
Poetry including excerpts from The Odyssey (On Blackboard, in “Documents”) 
Short Stories (On Blackboard, in “Documents”) 
Critical Readings (On Blackboard, in “Documents”) 
Beowulf  trans. Seamus Heaney 
Mary Shelley Frankenstein 
Bram Stoker Dracula 
Angela Carter The Bloody Chamber 
Katharine Dunn Geek Love 
Gretchen Henderson Galerie de Difformité 
Aliens 
 
Course Requirements: Paper #1 (15%) 
 (revision activity: conference) 

Paper #2 (20%) 
(revision activity: writing center) 
Paper #3 (20%) 
(revision activity: peer workshop) 
Paper #4 (20%) 
(revision activity: presentation to class) 
Writing Exercises/Quizzes (20%) 
Response to a Local Reading (5%) 

 



 
Attendance and Participation: Because much of the work we do in English 125 revolves around class 
discussion, attendance is mandatory.  Upon your fourth absence, for any reason, your final grade 
will be lowered one letter.  Upon your sixth absence you will be dropped from the course.  
Participation and preparation for class are essential.  For this reason, if you do not speak in class, you 
will be counted as absent.  Minimal participation will also affect your grade.  Each time you are late will 
count as half an absence. 
 
Late Work:  Assignments that are turned in late (after the class period in which it is due) are docked 
one full letter grade for each day they are late.  Absence does not excuse lateness.  If you must be absent, 
you need to make alternate arrangements in advance. 
 
Papers (75%): Over the course of the semester you will write four full-length essays on the works we 
are reading.  For each of these essays, you will turn in a rough draft and do revision activities before 
turning in a final draft.  Failure to turn in a rough draft or to participate in the revision activities will 
result in 20% being deducted from your final grade on the paper. Essays should be typed, double-spaced 
on white paper using a readable font.  Please consult The Style Sheet and proofread before turning 
anything in.  If you choose, you may revise one of your first three essays within two weeks of it being 
handed back. The revised grade will be averaged with the initial grade for a final score. 
 
Writing Exercises (20%): A number of in-class writings and short take-home responses will be 
assigned.  To successfully complete these and to participate in the discussions they inspire, it is essential 
for you to keep up with the reading.  One day each week, you will be responsible for bringing to class a 
question from the text we are reading and the page number of a scene/section you’d like to draw to our 
attention.  
 
Response to a local reading (5%): We have several talented authors coming to campus this semester to 
give readings.  You will attend one of these readings and write an informal response to it.  Responses 
should be typed and no more than one page.  All reading responses are due by Tuesday, December 10th.  
 
Special Accommodations:  Any student with a documented disability needing academic adjustments or 
accommodations is requested to speak with me during the first two weeks of class.  All discussions will 
remain confidential.  Students with disabilities should also contact Allen Harrison in the Dean of 
Students Office (ext. 4021) who coordinates services for students with disabilities. 
 
Plagiarism: As in all classes, students are expected to adhere to Hamilton’s Honor Code.  Students who 
submit plagiarized work will be reported to the Dean.  If you submit a collaborative work, please credit 
the other participants. 
 



Detailed Syllabus 
English 125   Fall 2013 

 
Week One:  Thursday 
8/29 Class Overview/Monster qualities 
 
Week Two:  Tuesday 
9/3, 9/5 Paré excerpt (Blackboard under “Critical Readings”)  
 Homer’s Odyssey excerpt (Blackboard under “Poetry”) 
    
 Thursday 
 Douglas excerpt (Blackboard under “Critical Readings”)) 
 Beowulf  to page 113 
 
Week Three:  Tuesday 
9/10, 9/12 On Blackboard under “Poetry” 

Bennett “The True Story of Snow White” 
Rosemurgy “Miss Peach Gets Lucky” 
Mayer “Swimming Scene from the Black Lagoon” 
Koertge “All Hallows Eve”  
Browning “My Last Duchess” 
Dickinson “One Need not be a Chamber to be Haunted” 

 
Thursday    
On Blackboard under “Poetry” 

   Plath “Lady Lazarus” 
   Morgan “Monster” 

Oliver “The Kitten” 
cummings “pity this busy monster” 
Edwards “Psych 101 Halloween Field Trip…” 
Swartwout “Frankenfreud” 

 
Week Four:  Tuesday 
9/17, 9/19  Pound Canto II (Blackboard under “Poetry”) 

Bring five sentence explication of poem and thesis for part B of paper #1 
 
Thursday 

   Pound Canto II (Blackboard under “Poetry”) 
   Email me your draft of paper #1 by Sunday at 11:59 PM 
 
Week Five:  Conferences in my office (Root 207) 
9/24, 9/26  
 
Week Six:  Tuesday 
10/1, 10/3 Frankenstein to p.121 
 Freud “The Uncanny” (Blackboard under “Critical Readings”)) 
 
 Thursday 
 Frankenstein to p.189 



 Paper #1 Due 
   
Week Seven:  Tuesday 
10/8, 10/10  Finish discussion of Frankenstein 
   Poe “The Tell-Tale Heart” (On Blackboard, under “Stories”)  
   Poe “The Fall of the House of Usher” (On Blackboard, under “Stories”)  
     
 Thursday 
   Poe “The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar” (On Blackboard, under “Stories”)  

Poe “The Masque of Red Death” (On Blackboard, under “Stories”) ‘ 
Bring thesis and outline for paper #2 to class 

 
 
Week Eight:  Tuesday 
10/15, 10/17 The Bloody Chamber 
 Read “The Bloody Chamber,” “The Tiger’s Bride” “The Lady in the House of 

Love,” and “The Company of Wolves.” 
 Writing Center appointment for paper #2 Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday 
 
 Thursday 
 Fall break 
  
Week Nine:  Tuesday 
10/22, 10/24  Henderson’s Galerie de Difformité 
 
   Thursday 

Paper #2 due 
Library visit for group 1 
Henderson discussion for group 2 

 
Week Ten:  Tuesday  
10/29, 10/31  Library visit for group 2 

Henderson discussion for group 1 
 
Thursday 
Generative workshop with Gretchen Henderson  

 
Week Eleven:  Tuesday 
11/5, 11/7 Dracula to page 98 
 

Thursday 
   DHI workshop for paper #3 
  
Week Twelve:  Tuesday 
11/12, 11/14 Dracula to page 204 
    

Thursday 
 Dracula to end 
 Paper #3 due 



 
Week Thirteen: Tuesday 
11/19, 11/21  Geek Love to page 145 
  
   Thursday 
 Geek Love to end 
 Cohen “Monster Culture” (Blackboard under “Critical Readings”) 
 
Week Fourteen:  
Thanksgiving Break  
    
 
Week Fifteen:  Tuesday 
12/3, 12/5 Watch Aliens 
  
   Thursday 
   Watch Aliens 
    
Week Sixteen:  Tuesday 
12/10, 12/12  Discuss Aliens 

Bring thesis and outline for final paper 
 
   Thursday 
   Present theses for final paper 
 
Final Paper Due Thursday, December 19th by noon via email 
 
 
 
Bring Question and Page Number from reading on:     Tuesday         Thursday 
  



English 125 
Fall 2013 
Paper #1 
4 pages 
 
 
This paper has two parts.  You will choose one of the following poems from your packet:  
 “Miss Peach Gets Lucky” Catie Rosemurgy 
“Swimming Scene from Creature from the Black Lagoon” Nancy Mayer 
 
Part A 
In the first part of your paper (2 pages), you will provide an explication of the poem.  Your explication 
should give readers an understanding of what is happening in the poem, thematically and formally.  It 
should summarize the action of the poem and should also note the major techniques used by the author 
to create this stream of action.   
 
Part B 
The second part of your paper (2 pages) will be an analysis of one of the technical features that you 
pointed out in your explication.  For example, you might focus on the effect of the word choice, pattern 
of images, rhyme, rhythm, alliteration, or enjambment. You should make an argument with a thesis that 
states what effect you think this technical feature has on the poem. Evidence for the argument should be 
close reading of the poem.  
 
Any quotes that you use should be cited using MLA guidelines.  
 
 
Revision activities: 
You will have a conference with me the week of September 23rd-27th in order to discuss a draft of your 
paper.   
 
This paper may be revised within two weeks of the date the graded final draft is handed back in class.  
The grade for the revision will be averaged with the original grade to determine your final grade on the 
paper.  Only one of the first three papers this semester may be revised beyond the final draft. 
 
 
Draft due Sunday, September 22nd by 11:59 pm (via email) 
Final Draft due Tuesday, October 3rd 
 
  



English 125 
Fall 2013 
Paper #2 
4-6 pages 
 
 
Frankenstein presents characters at odds with each other for the readers’ sympathy.  One of the 
challenges of reading this novel is trying to figure out whether to sympathize with Frankenstein’s tale or 
the monster’s plight.  In this essay you will make an argument for sympathizing with one of these 
characters over the other.   
 
To support your argument, you will need to look carefully at how the author creates sympathy for the 
character.  I expect you to pay close attention to at least three sections from the text and show how those 
sections act as evidence for your position.  You also need to entertain a counterargument which you 
should accommodate or refute. 
 
You may use secondary source material.  All quoted, paraphrased, or summarized material must be cited 
according to MLA guidelines. 
 
Revision activities: 
You will make an appointment with the writing center to discuss this paper. Your appointment should be 
take place on or before October 16th to give you time to revise before turning in the final draft. Note that 
October 17th and 18th are Fall Break.  The writing center’s phone number is 859-4363. Make your 
appointment as early as possible and be sure to bring a complete draft, the writing assignment, and your 
book to the meeting.  They will fill out a sheet with you about your paper.  You need to attach the sheet 
to your final draft to get credit for the activity. In addition, you will do group work in class on your 
thesis for the paper.     
 
This paper may be revised within two weeks of the date the graded final draft is handed back in class.  
The grade for the revision will be averaged with the original grade to determine your final grade on the 
paper.  Only one of the first three papers this semester may be revised beyond the final draft. 
 
First paragraph and outline due Thursday, October 10th    
Draft due at writing center appointment by Wednesday, October 17th 
Final Draft due Thursday, October 24th 
 

  



English 125 
Fall 2013 
Paper #3  
Digital Project and 4-6 page analysis 
 
Digital Project: In the spirit of Gretchen Henderson’s Galerie de Difformité you will play with the 
deformation of texts and biographies. We have read work by both Ezra Pound and Edgar Allan Poe this 
semester. The Hamilton library has an excellent Pound archive including postcards, FBI files, 
manuscripts, and correspondence in their special collections and we have received permission to consult 
these materials for this project. The Harry Ransom Center at the University of Texas at Austin has a 
digital archive of many of Edgar Allan Poe’s letters and manuscripts which are available online and free 
of copyright restrictions. http://norman.hrc.utexas.edu/poedc/ 
 
Your project is (inspired by Henderson’s novel catalogue) to create a catalog for a fictional exhibit 
entitled “The Many Secrets of E. Poeund” in which you draw upon the primary materials available to 
you (including the poems and stories we read for class). You may embellish, distort, deform, black out, 
translate and/or transcribe unfaithfully any of the material. We will practice this in class and in a special 
session with Gretchen Henderson when she visits campus. 
 
The project will take the form of a digital document and you will have a workshop with DHI to help get 
you started on creating the final product.  
 
Notes on Process: 
You might consider the form Henderson’s novel takes and her fascination with directing the reader/ 
establishing location. You might also consider how the text interacts with the graphics in her book. And 
her use of fragments! 
 
You might consider the tradition of mash-ups (starting with Frankenstein’s monster and Mary Shelley’s 
description of her novel as her “hideous progeny).  

See Buffy vs. Edward: Twilight Remixed http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZwM3GvaTRM  
 See Marc Ghali’s “Then and Now” project http://www.behance.net/gallery/Then-Now/9189373 

See Seth Grahame-Smith's Pride and Prejudice and Zombies 
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2009/dec/06/pride-prejudice-zombies-grahame-smith 
 

You might also engage in the practice of translitics. In this case, the “foreign language” might be the 
handwriting of the letters, postcards, and manuscripts—how creatively might you transcribe it? What 
slippages might occur? 

See Ron Sandvik’s examples of translitics: 
http://www.uni.edu/universitas/archive/spring06/ronsandvik.htm 
And another example: http://funkwallace.blogspot.com/2008/02/writing-exercise-translitic-
taken-from.html 

 
And you might be inspired by the sense of play that Poe and Pound both exhibit in their own work. 
Remember Poe’s affection for hoaxes (“The Facts in the Case of M. Valedmar”) 
 
Analysis (4-6 pages): 
After you have completed your project, you will write an analysis of the process, framed by your 
reading of Henderson’s book. You should make an argument for the effect of the choices Henderson 
made and reflect on your own choices in turn.  



 
You might consider any of the following questions: 
What is the most striking innovation in Henderson’s book? What is the most striking innovation in your 
own project? 
 
What happens to a narrative when it is broken apart? What kinds of “natural” and “instinctive” processes 
of reading is Henderson working against? What assumptions were you challenging in your project? 
 
What presents the most difficulties in Henderson’s work? What presented the most difficulties in your 
own project? 
 
How does Henderson deform the idea of the subject/character? How did you deform the idea of the 
biographical personage/ the author?  
 
This paper may be revised within two weeks of the date the graded final draft is handed back in class.  
The grade for the revision will be averaged with the original grade to determine your final grade on the 
paper.  Only one of the first three papers this semester may be revised beyond the final draft. 
 
Drafting and Revision Activities: 
You will visit the special collections either Thursday, October 24th or Tuesday, October 29th  
 
You will attend a special workshop with Gretchen Henderson Wednesday, October 30th at 4 PM 
(bring copies of materials you might want to work with along with your notes from your visit to 
special collections) 
 
You will attend a workshop with DHI about constructing the digital form of your project on 
Tuesday, November 5th 
 
Final draft of the project and the analysis are due on Thursday, November 14th 
 
  



English 125 
Fall 2013 
Final Paper 
4-6 pages 
 
The starting point for this paper is Jeffery Jerome Cohen’s essay, “Monster Culture (Seven Theses.)”  In 
this widely cited essay, Cohen distills what he sees as the defining characteristics of monsters into seven 
theses.  Note that he also makes it clear that he is using monsters in the service of a broader analysis and 
states in the introduction, “I offer these theses toward understanding cultures through the monsters they 
bear” (4).   
 
Your task is to come up with an eighth thesis on “Monster Culture.”  To do this, you should draw upon 
close readings of works we’ve read for this class, including the critical essays.  All works should be 
cited according to MLA guidelines. Be sure to address anticipated counterarguments. 
 
Revision Activities: 
You will do group work in class on your thesis for the paper and you will present your eighth monster 
culture thesis to the class to get their responses. 
 
Thesis and outline due Tuesday, December 10th  
Presentation to class Thursday, December 12th 
Final draft due Thursday, December 19th by noon via email 
 
 
 
 
 


